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Few words from founder 

I think the most important thing in our life is time. I used to work as a business consultant, 
and I have spent around nine years on different projects in Europe. During that time I have 
communicated with many business users, and I worked with them. I saw how they spent 
their time to perform routine work; I saw how they become angry when they need to do 
that. Users should wait hours and days to get a solution for the problem.  

When new technologies appeared it was understandable that we can help users without changing anything 
inside the business, we can do this by applying AI technologies. I had tried to build this automation when I 
worked in Accenture, and we have created SAP Digital Assistant, we presented the solution at the biggest SAP 
event in the world - SAP SAPPHIRE 2016, SAP Forums events in Finland, Sweden, Latvia, Russia. As a result, we 
got a lot of potential clients that were interested in such solution. Additionally, Gartner described this solution 
in one of the research. However, for many reasons, it was not possible to scale this in Accenture. 

One year ago we established the company, and now we are building our AI solution that working with 
enterprise software. During this period we faced another problem, there is lack of data, training information, 
expert knowledge, all this information, and data are locked in the head of each person that working in 
companies. To get access to the information, we need spent at least two months, this time-consuming and will 
not bring us to the main goal - to move people knowledge and expertise in digital mind. With each new client, 
we are getting only one view on how we can solve the problem. By this, we will not be able to scale Hala 
knowledge to other clients because they will have another view. As a result, we will need to train Hala again.  

By using blockchain technologies, we plan to involve worldwide communities to participate in Hala training, 
with this approach we can build skills with considering thousands of views of different people. We are using 
decentralization as a key for training and giving each business access to Hala knowledge.  

One thing we cannot back - The time after it has gone.  

We are helping people to stop wasting time to perform routine work. 
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Incorporated in European Union 

Hala Digital OU is Estonian company that will be guiding during the Token Sale, Hala Digital OU will 
not be a company that will receive the funds, we will incorporate separate company for that after the 
pre-sale. 
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1. Executive summary 

Meet the “Siri” for businesses! 

Hala is an AI platform that currently automates IT and business processes for 
corporates.  

It strongly reduces labor costs and streamlines internal business processes by 
covering routine work, i.e., 35% of user requests.  

Business users communicate with Hala by using natural language. Hala understands 
the context of the problem and solves it inside the most common enterprise software 
(SAP, Oracle, Microsoft Dynamics, etc.). Hala learns fast and can handle new simple 
processes within three days. It can be trained quickly for other enterprise software 
and to optimize business processes. 

Hala is working with the business that using SAP software  - now our plan is to go 
beyond that and extend Hala`s knowledge for the automation to include all 
enterprise software such as ERP, CRM, HCM, SCM and give any size of business the 
opportunity to use Hala. Hala will transform the way business users work, how they 
solve problems and also helps businesses to be more efficient. 

Hala's decentralized knowledge-based platform on the blockchain transforms the 
knowledge and industry expertise of the entire professional community into digital 
assets that can be used and reused by any company/business/firm in the world. 
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2. Vision 

Hala serves as a central digital brain when it comes to business. By connecting 
blockchain, artificial intelligence, knowledge and business, we are creating an AI 
platform with a decentralized knowledge base for business, and through this, we can 
save time that business users spend on solving the problems. 

Hala solves business users’ requests immediately, without involving human. She 
enables business users and IT service desks to focus on things that matter rather 
than spending valuable time performing routine work. Most importantly she enables 
businesses to reduce IT service costs and use the money saved, for innovation and 
exploring new technologies.  
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Hala brings faster, actionable, more human-like communication back into the daily 
interactions enterprises have with their systems, workforce and customers

Vision



3. The problem 

There are four main problems that Hala addresses:  

Data - There is a lot of expert knowledge regarding enterprise software around the 
world, representing a huge amount of expertise locked in the head of each person. 
We want to unlock this knowledge, aggregate, verify, standardize and spread this 
knowledge to everyone; 

Time - Business users across the world spend up to 17% of their time just performing 
routine work; Hala helps business users to stop doing this; 

Cost - Corporates spend billions of dollars on IT services, and up to 35% of these 
costs are needed for covering routine work; Hala helps companies reduce IT service 
costs;  

Efficiency - CIOs are looking for new technologies (Artificial intelligence, the 
blockchain, machine learning, etc.) which can be leveraged by their companies. By 
2020, smart machines will be a top five investment priority for more than 30% of 
CIOs*; Hala helps corporates exploit new technologies; 

3.1. Business users 

Hundreds of billions of business users are currently working at corporations, and 
everyday business users face various issues with enterprise software, resulting in the 
spending of billions of dollars for IT service support.  

With existing technologies, we can cover routine processes inside the business by 
exploiting Artificial Intelligence technologies to understand the user’s problems and 
the context of these problems and from the other side, by using a decentralized 
knowledge base through blockchain technologies to collect and gather knowledge 
and industry expertise from people around the world. 

As a real human is not required for solving the business user’s problems, Hala can 
significantly reduce the resolution time. We found that average time for solving one 
routine incident is from 12 minutes to 3240 minutes. That is the time from when the 
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incident occurred and when it was solved. By using Hala, business users have a 
resolution immediately; they do not need to wait a long time.  

Based on actual client data, we found that up to 35% of users requests are related to 
routine incidents, that means business spending every year millions of euro cover 
them. We can help them reduce this costs. 
  

3.2. Corporates 

Last year corporates spent around 942 Billion Dollars on IT Application development 
and support. Annual IT application development and support investment is roughly 
28% of total IT spending.  

48% of that investment is for new development projects while the remaining 52% is 
for maintenance of existing systems. Hala is on the maintenance system area as a 
starting point, but even today we already have cases where Hala can be used for the 
development new projects.  
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Structure of users requests 

65%

35%
Routine requests 
Other requests 

The problem

*Gartner - https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3493717

https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3493717
https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3493717


According to the Gartner, worldwide IT spending is growing by 4.7% each year 
(CAGR).  

Today corporates spend hundreds of billions of dollars on IT services, and the costs 
will grow year by year. 

IT Spending by Sector, Worldwide*

Spending (Billions of Dollars)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 CAGR

Data Center Systems 175 178 180 182 185 1.6%

Enterprise Software 332 356 381 408 437 6.8%

Devices 627 628 625 622 616 -1.4%

IT Services 898 942 986 1,035 1,088 4.7%

Communications 
Services

1,381 1,408 1,428 1,445 1,468 0.9%

Overall IT 3,412 3,512 3,600 3,692 3,793 2.1%
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The problem

*Gartner - https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3811363

https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3811363
https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3811363


4. Market 

4.1. AI Market 

• By 2019, more than 10% of IT hires in customer service will mostly write scripts 
for bot interactions*; 

• Through 2020, organizations using cognitive ergonomics and system design in 
new artificial intelligence projects will achieve long-term success four times more 
often than others*; 

• By 2020, 20% of companies will dedicate workers to monitor and guide neural 
networks*; 

• By 2019, startups will overtake Amazon, Google, IBM and Microsoft in driving the 
artificial intelligence economy with disruptive business solutions*. 

• By 2019, artificial intelligence platform services will cannibalize revenues for 30% 
of market-leading companies*. 

Chatbots or Digital Assistants are growing in popularity because AI systems can 
manage customer and worker progress through a decision tree more effectively than 
human direction can. The next generation of customer interaction chatbots will cause 
less customer frustration. 

Chatbots are just one category of AI applications that will drive disruption in many 
businesses. To make AI opportunities a large-scale proposition rather than isolated 
curiosities, companies will need to invest in AI programs seriously. 

IT budgets are always under pressure, and AI is one of the options for optimizing IT 
spending. AI allows reductions in costs and reaction times: 35% of Service Desk 
incidents are routine cases that trigger 20 - 200 EUR costs per case. 

• By 2020, smart machines will be a priority for more than 25% of CIOs*; 
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By 2021, 40% of new enterprise applications implemented by service providers will 
include smart machine technologies

Market

*Gartner - https://www.gartner.com/imagesrv/media-products/pdf/rage_frameworks/rage-
frameworks-1-34JHQ0K.pdf



• By 2020, 30% of customer service and support operations will integrate smart 
technology virtual customer assistants across engagement channels*; 

• By 2021, 40% of new enterprise applications implemented by service providers 
will include smart machine technologies*; 

• By 2021, smart machine services will enter mainstream adoption, with 30% 
adoption by large companies*; 

The smart machine market is worth approx. $6000 million globally today; most 
companies are still in the experimental phase and implementing small initial projects, 
and very few are undertaking complex programs.  

However, this opportunity will grow at a five-year compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of more than 100% to reach nearly $29 billion in 2021 as more companies 
adopt smart machines, existing clients expand the use of smart machines, and more 
clients push into more complex, transformational smart machine programs.  
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4.2. Automation potential  

There is statistics of automation potential and wages for US jobs, these statistics 
were made by McKinsey, as you can see millions of workers in different occupation 
can be replaced with new technologies.  

Today we are talking about automation not only in some occupation that does not 
require much knowledge from employees, on the first stage of our project we are 
focusing on “Computer and Mathematical” occupation family. It includes Computer 
User Support Specialists, Computer Systems Analysts, Data Warehousing Specialists, 
Network and Computer Systems Administrators, Software Developers and many 
other sub-occupation.  
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*McKinsey - https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Global%20Themes/Digital%20Disruption/
Harnessing%20automation%20for%20a%20future%20that%20works/MGI-A-future-that-works-
Executive-summary.ashx

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Global%20Themes/Digital%20Disruption/Harnessing%20automation%20for%20a%20future%20that%20works/MGI-A-future-that-works-Executive-summary.ashx
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Global%20Themes/Digital%20Disruption/Harnessing%20automation%20for%20a%20future%20that%20works/MGI-A-future-that-works-Executive-summary.ashx
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Global%20Themes/Digital%20Disruption/Harnessing%20automation%20for%20a%20future%20that%20works/MGI-A-future-that-works-Executive-summary.ashx
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Global%20Themes/Digital%20Disruption/Harnessing%20automation%20for%20a%20future%20that%20works/MGI-A-future-that-works-Executive-summary.ashx
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Global%20Themes/Digital%20Disruption/Harnessing%20automation%20for%20a%20future%20that%20works/MGI-A-future-that-works-Executive-summary.ashx
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Global%20Themes/Digital%20Disruption/Harnessing%20automation%20for%20a%20future%20that%20works/MGI-A-future-that-works-Executive-summary.ashx


This statistics just for the US, but we can apply this trends to Europe and rest of the 
world.  
Automation could destroy as many as 73 million U.S. jobs by 2030, but economic 
growth, rising productivity, and other forces could more than offset the losses, 
according to a new report by McKinsey Global Institute. 

As many as 45 percents of the activities individuals are paid to perform work can be 
automated by adding a smart machine to the workforce. In the US, these represent 
about $2 trillion in annual wages. We think automation primarily affecting low-skill, 
low-wage roles, but even the highest-paid occupations in the economy, such as 
financial managers, and senior executives, have a significant amount of activity that 
can be automated. 
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Potential number of displaced jobs due to automation by 2030*
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*Rapid Automation Scenario Source: McKinsey
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Market

*Forbes - https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2017/11/30/automation-could-eliminate-73-
million-u-s-jobs-by-2030-infographic/#3b6f20c5773d



5. Hala solution 

Hala is an AI platform with the decentralized knowledge base on blockchain that will 
change the way people work with enterprise software. With its unique functionalities 
and skills, it will offer users a “one UI” where business users can get answers to their 
questions, solve the problem in enterprise software by making a configuration, 
modifications, creating objects, getting information, visualizing the data. 
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By 2020, 30% of customer service and support operations will integrate smart 
technology virtual customer assistants across engagement channels

Hala solution 



Hala is a communication interface, that understands user's requests and solves the 
user's problems. 

Business users are able to start a conversation with Hala by using: 

Keyboard; 
• Voice; 
• Images (they can send image or print screen of the problem); 

Users can use any type of devices: 
• Computers; 
• Mobile phones; 
• Tablets; 

Users can use different channels:  
• Web browsers; 
• Skype for business; 
• Slack; 
• Telegram; 
• Viber;  
• Other messengers; 

Users need to describe the problem for Hala: 
• Hala can understand natural language; 
• Hals understands the context of the problem; 

Based on user's inputs, Hala can solve problems in the following enterprise software:  
• ERP (SAP, Oracle, Microsoft Dynamics, Epicor, Sage, Infor); 
• CRM (SAP, Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics, Orcale); 
• SCM (Jda, Manhattan Associates, SAP, Infor, Oracle); 
• Any other software (like Incident Management Tools - ServiceNow, Remedy, 
SolMan or other industry specific software) 

How Hala can solve the user's problems:  
• Modification and configuration; 
• Object creation; 
• Object modification; 
• Retrieve information from enterprise software;  
• Data visualization;  
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• Answer the questions; 
 

Hala offers business users a completely decentralized universal knowledge sharing 
program and helps transform people’s knowledge and expertise into a business asset. 
Hala contains three main components: AI Platform, Skill Store, and Knowledge Share 
Platform. 
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5.1. Proof of Business  

Every great project needs to start small – development was started in March 2017, 
around five months was spent to create a minimum valuable product (MVP). After 
that we have started attracting the clients, participate in different startup events and 
started conversations with IT companies for selling Hala solution.  

Achievements:  

•Participation in SAP Startup Focus Program;  

•Selected in TOP30 startups in Nordic&Baltic region;  

•Selected in TOP100 startups in Europe;  

•Got investment from Startup Wise Guys; 

•Participation in Startup Wise Guys Accelerator program; 

•Selected in SAP&Skolkovo co-innovation program;  

•Two pilot projects in Germany and Ukraine; 

•IT partner in Ukraine;  

•In progress agreements with IT companies in Finland, Russia, United Arab 
Emirates; 

5.2. Pilot projects 

The first pilot project was done in Germany for the biggest Online retailing company 
in Europe. The second project is ongoing in Ukraine, this company one of the largest 
in Ukraine with around 120K employees. 

For communication with users was built communication web interface that available 
in any web browser, integration with Skype for business and Telegram.  

We have spent one month to deliver first pilot project; it was very fast and agile 
project. We achieved this because, we think we must have at least MVP, be prepared 
ourselves for the integration with enterprise software, everything should be ready 
before we start communication with clients.  

Here are examples of user's conversation with Hala:  
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1. Question & Answer (with media content) 

  

2. Question & Answer 
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3. Retrieving information from SAP 
 

4. Modification & Configuration in SAP 
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5. Data visualization  

6. Help in creation incidents  
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During the Pilot projects was created next Skills and now those skills available for any 
client in the world that using SAP: 

• SAP. Reset password; 
• SAP. Block user; 
• SAP. Unblock user; 
• SAP. Add new role; 
• SAP. Determine missed authorization objects; 
• SAP. Extend composite role;  
• SAP. Get information about the user; 
• SAP. Create new user;  
• SAP. Get balance for GL account; 
• SAP. Get Balance for house bank;  
• SAP. Check if use exist; 
• SAP. Check if GL account exist; 
• SAP. Get list of user's roles; 
• SAP. Extend material to plant; 
• SAP. Extend material to sales organization;  
• SAP. Check if material exist; 
• SAP. Check if plant exist;  
• SAP. Get information about material; 
• SAP. Check on which plants exist material;  
• SAP. Find material by description;  
• SAP. Analyze posting rules in finance document;  
• SAP. Visualize the data based on cost centers;  
• General. Create new incident;  
• General. Send notification to email;  
• General. Send request for approval through the email;  
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By 2020, AI will disrupt the jobs of 1,000,000 phone-based customer support agents



Together with communication interface was created prototype of Client portal and 
skills store.  

1. Skills Store 

2. Detail information about the Skills 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5.3. AI Platform 

AI Platform facilitates intelligent dialogs between people and systems, so getting 
tasks done is as fast and simple as sending a text. 

That is a batch of technologies in a single place: natural language processing, syntax 
analysis, machine learning, visual recognition, speech to text, text to speech and 
sentiment analysis. Those technologies allow building a conversation bridge between 
humans and software. Through the synergy of these technologies, business users can 
communicate with Hala by using typing or voice, or they even can send an image, 
and she will be able to determine the problem. Users can use any devices and 
communication channels.  

In our daily life, if you want to help somebody, you need to understand the context 
of the problem to be able to provide the solution for this person. The same for Hala, 
she understands the context of the user's requests and solves it, we are continuously 
adding new knowledge and skills to Hala’s brain.  

Hala learns over and over again; she learns based on historical data and then she 
learns from each new user’s input and through the observation of conversations 
between two humans.  
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5.3.1.Digital Assistant Builder 

With the Hala Digital Assistant Builder, we can build an application that understands 
natural-language input from users. The platform uses machine learning and context 
knowledge to respond to the user using human-like conversation.  

Business users interact with the Hala application through the communication 
interface. For example, a Hala Web Communication Interface that is available in 
browsers or a Hala mobile app, or Hala can be integrated with all popular 
communication tools (Slack, Telegram, Viber, Skype, Skype for Business). 

The application - orchestration sends the user input to the Hala Digital Assistant 
service. 

• The application connects to a dialog flow configuration and training data; 
• The service interprets the user input, directs the flow of the conversation and 
gathers the information that it needs; 

• Additionally, it can be used with NPL, ML & Speech Technologies to empower 
application by adding text to speech, speech to text, translation, sentiment 
analysis and visual recognition functions.  

The application - orchestration interaction with enterprise software (back-end) based 
on the user's inputs and available Hala skills. For example, change the password, 
create a new client, get a balance of the house bank. There are no limits to Hala’s 
skills, everything is dependent solely on the needs of the business.  
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5.3.2.Skills Builder 

Skills builder is a unique technology that allows us to explain the knowledge for Hala 
or transfer our expertise into the digital mind. Each skill represents some smallest 
action or some piece of information. For example, you know how to add a new 
contact on Skype, for Hala it will be one skill - add a new user on Skype.  

When we are talking about business, it is not enough to perform a one-step process, 
in many cases, we use at least five skills to solve one business user problem.  

You can think about the skills like a playing with “Lego”. Each skill is equal to each 
smallest detail in “Lego”. When you are building some new figure with “Lego”, you are 
using existing details; you can reuse the same detail when you are building a house or 
a car. The same modular concept is used with Hala when we are building skills, we 
need to give Hala knowledge about some small action only once, and then we can 
reuse these skills to build many different dialogs flows for a wide range of business 
users.  

Each skill includes three main parts: Technical Description, Functional Description, 
and dialog flow description.     
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5.3.3.Hala Knowledge Studio 

With Hala Knowledge Studio we can train a machine learning models that understand 
the linguistics, the context, and relationships specific to enterprise software or the 
industry. 

In Hala Knowledge Studio, we can annotate unstructured domain text, and use those 
annotations to create a custom machine learning model that understands the 
language of the domain. The accuracy of the machine model improves through 
continual testing. As a result, an algorithm can learn from the patterns that it sees in 
communication between two humans and recognize those patterns in documents 
and users inputs. 
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5.4. Skills Store 

We are giving Hala skills to work with enterprise software. Like a human uses his or 
her skills to work with software, Hala's intelligent algorithms do the same. Everything 
that we know, we can split into the smallest skills. For example: “you know how to 
unlock your phone” or “you know how to make a call” - All these actions are smallest 
sub-skills. In our life, we have millions or even billions of such skills.  

Today we are training Hala to work with SAP, and all the skills that she already has 
can be used by any company in the world that uses SAP, without additional 
development. 

 

The biggest advantages of digital skills are availability and scalability. The human can 
work with one or two companies at the same time, on the other hand, the machine 
with skills are available for all companies at the same time. 
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By 2020, 22% of companies will dedicate workers to monitor and guide neural networks
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You can think about the Skills Store like the App Store, where you can download 
applications and use them. We are doing the same for businesses. Instead of 
applications, we are providing business users with new skills.  

All Hala knowledge and skills are available for clients through the Skill Store. It 
includes detailed information about the skill, what you can do with it, how to use it, 
how to integrate it with enterprise software (if needed), examples of users’ inputs, 
versions of the skill and other information related to the single action. 

Clients are paying for each solved incident by Hala or used skill. 
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5.5. Hala Knowledge Share Program 

Today, just to add one new skill we need to spend a lot of time, we need to 
determine which skills will be in demand. When that skill is defined, it is sent for data 
collection and annotation, verification and testing - this is only the first part of the 
process. The second part is to give Hala the technical skills (program code) to be able 
to work in enterprise software. How correct it will be created is related to the 
technical team that is responsible for this part of the process. 

To validate the new skill, Hala needs users that will test the skill, improve it and 
finally approve it. Today, we have only one way how to get users, we need find a 
client and sign agreement. This is time-consuming, and we would spend next ten 
years just to train Hala to work with all the important systems inside the business.  

Knowledge Share Platform is built on top of blockchain technology, which allows 
communities with millions of people to participate in Hala training. Moreover, to 
round up the knowledge sharing process, Hala will create a blockchain-tracked Digital 
Skill Profile (DSP) for every single piece of information trained by the community. 
This helps train and validate Hala ’s skills over a few days instead of months. Each 
skill used by our clients will reward tokens for the person who participated in the 
creation of this skill. 
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5.6. Enterprise software communities  

Today each big producer of enterprise software has a huge community of people  
around the world that using this software everyday. We want involve people from 
this communities to become Hala knowledge miners.  

For example: SAP community 

SAP Community Network (SCN) is the official user community of SAP SE. SAP 
software users, developers, consultants, mentors and students use the SAP 
Community Network to get help, share ideas, learn, innovate and connect with 
others. There are an average of 2 million unique visitors to SCN each month, who use 
the wealth of information that has been shared on the site.* 

The SAP Community Network (SCN) was created in 2003 as the SAP Developer 
Network.* 

On April 28, 2013, the SAP Community Network was enhanced with the Jive 
Gamification Module[6] (JGM). Gamification, the use of game mechanics to make 
tasks more fun, is used to encourage community engagement on SCN. Included in the 
implementation are missions (activities that are recorded by the system, such as likes, 
ratings, comments), badges for completed missions, badges for lifetime points 
(levels), and badges for specific roles. In the first week after the launch of JGM, 
community actions increased by 1034% and active members (members with >0 
points) increased by 516%. The Gamification Team at SAP/SCN continue to provide 
new missions that encourage healthy participation in the community.* 

Another example: Oracle community include 491.265 active users**.  

With Hala knowledge share program we want create new level of engagement, with 
decentralized network we can give the opportunity to the people to earn money for 
their knowledge.   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By 2020, automation and smart machines will reduce employee requirements in 
business shared-service centers by 65%

*Wikipedia - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAP_Community_Network 
**Oracle - https://community.oracle.com/welcome

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAP_Community_Network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAP_Community_Network


6. The ecosystem of Hala’s token  

6.1. Overview 

The decentralized network gives transparent, flexible and trustable settlement 
mechanism for all participant of the network. The current approach of collecting the 
training data set, annotation, development, and testing are time-consuming and very 
expensive.  

Currently, there is a lack of structured data, and today we can only get this data from 
customers. To be able to train Hala to deal with new processes, we are using 
customers’ business users to train and test the processes. With the decentralized 
network, we want people from around the world to participate in the process of 
training and testing Hala. Thus we can reduce the time for accessing the data from 
months to hours; we can get more accurate information from millions of sources 
(knowledge miners) instead of getting data from one client. 

From one side the rapid growth of decentralized services, including blockchain-based 
services, and from another side growth of data, knowledge and their distribution 
among holders of this knowledge force Hala to build its computing and knowledge 
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network.  Means of attracting individual owners of GPU resources (Performance 
miners) and people that hold the knowledge and expertise (Knowledge miners). 

6.2. Ecosystem members 

Main members of Hala token ecosystem are clients, miners and token holders.  

6.3. Hala Knowledge Share Platform Operation 

Attracting the knowledge miner's to share their knowledge and expertise can 
extremely beneficial for both the knowledge holders and the customers. Even a 
simple example is describing this; one person can use the knowledge while working 
with one customer or several customers. Hala proposes those people move their 
knowledge into the digital mind and spread this knowledge among millions of 
customers. A smart contract is signing with each knowledge miner. This contract will 
be used to accrue compensation for the provision of knowledge, expertise and skills 
training whenever this set of knowledge will be in use by the customer. 
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1. Hala send tokens to knowledge miners as a reward for training digital skills;  
2. Miners perform training of Hala skills in Knowledge Share Program;  
3. Skills that miners trained become available at Skills Store;  
4. The client is using the skills from the Skills Store; 
5. Client make a payment for each solved problem, and for each used skill,  
5. 50% of the payment is going to miners; 

6.4. Hala AI Platform Operation 

Hala involves Performance Miners to use their resources for performing Neural 
network training tasks and AI process execution. The size of training data varies from 
several gigabytes to hundreds of terabytes. There are some services available on the 
market to cover this task (SONM) that compatible with TensorFlow, Theano, Caffe, 
MLib (Spark) and others machine learning services. If we compare costs of renting 
GPU servers on AWS to the amount of money paid to miners for block calculations 
demonstrates a huge difference.  

Also, the network complexity is adjusted every few months which allows for the 
reduction of miners’ rewards, and when a fast blockchain or DAG consensus 
algorithm with smart contracts are adopted, there will be no need for GPU computing 
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at all. As a result, there will be no need to use the expensive monopolized services of 
Amazon, Microsoft, Google, IBM. 

A smart contract will sign with each of these nodes. This contract will be used to 
accrue compensation for the provision of computing capacity. 

6.5. Project phases  

The solution to this problem is Hala's token used as a basis for making payments 
between clients of Hala skills and network participants. Integration of the blockchain 
technology into Hala platform is planned to be executed in several stages: 

Phase 1: The issue of tokens on Ethereum for free sale and internal economic 
purposes of the project, as well as for payment of remuneration to node owners 
(“miners"); 
Phase 2: Development and launch of proprietary blockchain and possible token 
migration; 

6.6. Functional model  
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Relation with clients and network participants will be managed by smart contracts 
that guarantee transparency and the fulfillment of all the terms and conditions. 

•Hala launch smart contracts for miners (knowledge and performance miners) 
where all the main terms and conditions are described, including Hala training 
process, rewards for skills creation, rating, leased computing power, 
remuneration rates, contract duration, etc.; 

•Hala transfer tokens to a network pool of miner's smart contracts for further 
processing; 

•Knowledge miners start training process; this process takes seven major steps 
after each step escrow process is started to validate the results of each step, 
during this validation tokens are frozen. Miners independently request payment 
of fees from their smart contract taking into account the escrow period. When 
escrow process is passed, knowledge miners get tokens. 

•Performance miners use their resources to execute AI tasks to train new Machine 
learning models for each new skill. Miners independently request payment of 
fees from their smart contract taking into account the escrow period. During this 
period funds are frozen. When escrow process is passed, knowledge miners will 
get tokens. 

•When new skills are ready it appears in skill store and become available for 
clients;  

•Clients purchasing Hala services and make payments with preferred payment 
methods (additional discount for payment in Hala tokens). Clients receive a smart 
contract that stipulates the parameters of purchased services and are using for 
receiving payments made in tokens; 

•The pricing model for clients includes annual license and subscription, based on 
this client will pay for each solved request from the user or for a package that 
includes a predefined number of requests that Hala can solve during the one 
period. Payment should be made at the end of the period; 

•The smart client contract distributes tokens. The biggest part of tokens allocated 
to the system’s network pool and for miners rewards, another part goes to Hala 
as compensation for operational costs and research & development; 

•The business users start communication with Hala to manage their question and 
problems, within this process Hala creates AI task and pass them to the 
performance miners to proceed with machine learning algorithms and natural 
language processing. For solving the requests from the users, Hala will use skills 
that were created by knowledge miners; 
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•Miners (performance and knowledge) get awards based on involving in solving 
the user's requests. Whenever client uses Skills created by miners, they will get 
part from the client payments. Miners independently request payment of fees 
from their smart contract taking into account the escrow period. During this 
period funds are held; 

•Miners and other token holders can use Hala tokens to buy Hala services or to 
sell them through the exchange or to participate in buy-out program; 

Token circulation in Hala’s network 

All information on the company's business indicators will be publicly available and 
can be verified by customers (license information is displayed in customers’ user 
accounts) and other participants of the ecosystem, such as node owners that perform 
knowledge sharing and execution of AI tasks. 

6.7. Usage of Hala tokens 

6.7.1.Clients 

•Business. Purchase Hala services with traditional payment method 
Clients can buy Hala services by using traditional payment methods (bank 
transfer, card). The unit cost of issuing Hala services will be measured in Hala's 
tokens at constant Fiat (EUR) prices. The Hala / EUR rate will be updated 
regularly on smart contract Smart Identification by exchange algorithms to 
guarantee the fixed price in Fiat (EUR); 
Benefit for Hala: Grow revenue; 

•Business. Purchase Hala services with tokens 
There is additional discount ~20% for clients if they purchase Hala services in 
tokens. Motivation program to use Hala tokens; 
Benefit for Hala: Grow revenue, demand on Hala tokens; 

•People. Purchase access to Hala Knowledge Base 
The user should pay monthly subscription in tokens to have access to Knowledge 
Base; 
Benefit for Hala: Grow revenue, demand on Hala tokens; 

•Other Hala services and products  
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All new Hala services or products in future will be available for clients for 
purchase with traditional payment method or tokens. We will keep using 
additional discounts methods to motivate clients to pay by using tokens; 
Benefit for Hala: Grow revenue, demand on Hala tokens; 

6.7.2.Miners  

•Registration in Knowledge Share Program (All miners) 
Hala will reward HAL tokens for registration in Knowledge Share Program;  
Benefit for Hala: New users, grow contributors community base; 

•Users Referral program (All miners) 
Contributors can invite other people to the program and get the additional 
reward;  
Benefit for Hala: New users, grow contributors community base; 

•Detailed profile information (Knowledge miners) 
When users add additional information, Hala will reward them with additional 
Hala tokens; 
Benefit for Hala: More information results in better understanding of expertise 
level of contributors; 

•Participation in Hala training (Knowledge miners) 
To be able to participate in Hala training, contributors should have enough 
number of Hala tokens to get access to the training environment;  
Benefit for Hala: Selection of real contributors, demand on Hala tokens; 

•Participation in Hala training (Performance miners) 
Hala involves Performance Miners to use their resources for performing Neural 
network training tasks and AI process execution. Whenever they use their 
resources to execute NLP & ML models they will get the reward; They should 
have enough Hala tokens to be able to participate in the training;  
Benefit for Hala: Cost reduction in comparison with centralized resource 
providers, the speed of training and demand on Hala tokens; 

•Transaction fees (Knowledge miners) 
Whenever skills trained by contributors are using by clients, those contributors 
will get ~50% of transaction fee if clients will use those skill;  
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Benefit for Hala: Motivation for participation in Hala training, grow contributors 
community base, demand for Hala tokens; 

•Transaction fee (Performance miners) 
We will reward miners whenever we need execute AI task when clients start to 
use Hala service, they start executing millions of AI tasks, and for this, we need 
performance miners;  
Benefit for Hala: Processing of conversation between users and Hala, execution 
ML models and other technologies, demand for Hala tokens; 

•Sales referral program (All miners) 
All contributors that bring new clients will get ~5% from the deal with that 
clients during the first year in tokens;  
Benefit for Hala: New client, grow revenue, demand for Hala tokens; 

•Ratings  (All miners) 
Based on training quality of Hala skills, contributors will get a rating and 
additional reward for Hala tokens;  
Benefit for Hala: Grow the quality level of contributors, demand for Hala tokens; 

•New ways to generate demand, sales, community growth (All miners) 
We are continuous look for new ways to invite more contributors, grow sales and 
improve quality of Hala skills;  
Benefit for Hala: Continues improvement of the process; 

6.7.3.Token Holders 

•Exchange 
Token holders will have the possibility to exchange HAL tokens on exchanges;  
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7. Business model  

B2B 

The business model includes set up cost, subscription and reward for the miners.  

Set up cost* 

Set up cost is determining for each client separately; Price starts from $25.000; 

Subscription* 

• Pricing model is define per one request;  
• First 10.000 text and voice interaction is free, even more client is getting 
rewards; 

• There is 20% discount for all services if clients will pay in Tokens;  
• Client can buy additional service to implement Hala (setup cost); 

  
Concept:  

More knowledge (skills) - more requests from the users - more requests - more 
money clients should pay for the service. 

No. Description Price per request Tokens Rewards for miners 
(%)

1 Text interaction $0.005 $0.004 50%

2 Voice interaction $0.008 $0.0064 50%

3 Skill usage $0.10 $0.08 50%

4 Setup costs (start from) $25,000.00 $20,000.00
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8. Competitors  

Hala solution consist from two main components: AI Platform and Knowledge Share 
Platform. We know our competitors for AI platform, because this is already stable 
market and we can describe the players. 

Just to explain nature of competitors, we will take the SAP ERP market as an 
example. 

We have split major players in this market into two sides. The main reason of splitting 
major players is that the one part of the market has the expertise and knowledge in 
SAP implementation and SAP Application Maintenance Service (AMS), the second 
part knows development AI products and technologies. 

We compete with companies that providing resources (outsourcing companies, body 
shopping) because we will replace their people in support and they will sell fewer 
resources to their clients. Example: If a company is selling 100 people to the client to 
support business users, we can replace up to 30% of this people.  

We compete with technology companies because they are providing an opportunity 
to our potential clients to make automation by themselves. Example: we had one big 
multinational company as a potential client after the many meetings and negotiations 
they said that they would try to make automation of routine requests from the users 
by using Microsoft AI services. In many cases its wasting time and company’s budget 
when the non-IT company is trying to cover some developed by themselves. 

Part 1 - Integrators  

The list of competitors in SAP AMS: Accenture (market leader), Atos, Capgemini, 
Cognizant, CSC, Deloitte, Fujitsu, HCL Technology, HP, IBM, Infosys, L&T Infotech, 
NTT Data, Softtek, TCS, Tech Mahindra, Wipro. All this companies presented in all 
regions – North America, Latin America, Europe the Middle East and Africa, Asia 
Pacific.  

Strengths: 

All the key competitors provide a full spectrum of SAP services across all industries 
with huge experience in service integration. The delivery networks are covering all 
regions and able to propose clients local support (together with nearshore and 
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offshore support). Many years on the market gave them a huge network of existing 
clients; this is also related to the spectrum of the services and products they have. 
Mostly all of the players have differentiated their services and products. Technology 
trends vision and investment in R&D. Some players have announced this year 
partnerships with technology companies to bring new business value to the market, 
not only in SAP area. According to the Gartner reports the total volume of employees 
for these 15 companies that occupied AMS is around 90.000. 
  

New technology primarily cognitive computing can reduce huge quantity of workers 
that are working in AMS, in this case, they should make some transform for all those 
workers (give them new skills, knowledge, etc.) and provide them with a new role in 
the company;  
When the dominant model is labor-based, it is not in service providers` interest to 
employ automation that reduces labor hours and hence revenue; 
Another concern in organization management, the primary interests of managers is to 
bring the client their workers by using model “as much as possible” because all this 
activity connected to their KPI, in this case, companies also should change their 
management models; 
One of the biggest power of the cognitive computing is the ability to scale solution 
across all businesses; 
Service providers need to change their mindset from maximizing short-term revenue 
to protecting their installed base by proactively bringing intelligent automation to 
clients; 

Part 2 - Technology companies 
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Currently on the AI market (cognitive computing, voice assistant, virtual agents, 
machine learning, deep learning etc.) we have tech gigantes like Google (machine 
learning services on google cloud platform, product - Google Assistant, API.AI), 
Amazon (artificial intelligence services on AWS, product - Alexa), IBM Watson 
(products - Watson Virtual Agent, Watson Explorer, Watson Knowledge studio and 
Watson services available in Bluemix), Apple (build in product – Siri, developer kit to 
bring Siri capabilities into applications), Microsoft (Cortana, Azur AI services), IP Soft 
(Amelia), Nuance, Kore.ai, SAP CoPilot project. 

The main problem is that you need to spend a lot of time and money to train the 
machine work with your IT and business processes. The main problem with 
technology companies are next:  

• Business should by themselves define routine work; 
• Business should by themselves build conversation, hire an AI engineers; 
• Business should by themselves train bot; 
• Business should by themselves create API to integrate with enterprise software;  
• Service do not include predefine knowledge and skills;  

Conclusion: 

To sum up this overview, we can say that we are trying to generate a synergy of both 
- knowledge (expertise, skills) and technology.  

From one side, we have outsourcing companies where currently are working million 
of people, all these people have experience how to work with software, how to solve 
the user's problems.  

From another side, we have technology companies that providing AI and machine 
learning services that allows clients to make automation of IT and Business processes, 
but for this they need make a development and transfer knowledge into the machine.  

The main idea of our solution is to give the machine knowledge to work with 
enterprise software on the first stage. All Hala knowledge are available for clients 
through the skill store. We are not selling platform or technologies to the customers, 
and we are not selling resources that will work on client side, we are selling digital 
knowledge to the clients.  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9. Road Map 
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2016

2017

2018

Idea was born. Development was started 

MVP was released for B2B clients; 
Delivered first Pilot Project in Germany; 

Joined SAP Startup Focus Program; 

Got investment from SWG; 
Participation in accelerator program SWG; 

Client portal;  
Skill store - beta; 
Automatic incident analysis; 
Digital Assistant builder - beta;  
Blockchain platform;  
Smart contracts; 
Growing Skills Data Base to 200 skills in SAP and to 50 
skills in Oracle;

Knowledge Share Program; 
Growing Skills Data Base to 1000 skills in SAP and to 
400 skills in Oracle, Microsoft - 200, Salesforce - 100; 
Mobile application; 
Development - AI, Machine learning, blockchain; 
Replacement external API`s - Data classifier, NLP 
models, visual recognition;

New team members, growing IT department , sales 
and business development 
Growing sales in Europe  
Marketing campaign 

Joined SAP & Skolkovo Co-innovation program  
New Pilot Project started in Europe

Token Sale pre-sale 
Token Sale

Grow the community of miners 
New team members, growing IT department , sales 

and business development 
Strategic partnership with  IT companies, HR 

companies 
Expansion on new markets  - other North America, 

Pacific Region, South America  

Grow the community of contributors 
Increase  number of clients 

Extend team 
Partnership with audit companies and product 

companies 
Market expansion 

Road Map

2019

2020

Open Data Base & API`s; 
Integrate Hala into the new software that will be 
developed by partners; 
Development - AI, Machine learning, blockchain; 
Integration Hala into the existing products (laptop, 
mobile phones, computers); 
Grow the community of contributors;



10. Token Sale  

10.1.Overview  

The team launches a crowdfunding campaign based on the Token Sale model, to be 
able to achieve goals described in the roadmap. 

Hala plans to issue a certain number of tokens, one of the part of tokens will be 
distributed as part of the crowdfunding campaign. 

Participants in the Hala token sale in return for their contributions receive HALA 
tokens. The token sale process of Hala tokens will be governed by a separate 
document “Token Sale Terms and Conditions” as an agreement between Hala and 
each token sale participant. 

Token name: HALA; 

Purpose of HAL token: Miners rewards, payments for service; 

Standart: ERC-20; 

Total amount of HALA tokens: 452.000.000 HALA; 

Number of HALA tokens for sale: 212.000.000 HALA;  

Maximum amount (Hard cap): ETH in equivalent of $17.000.000; 

Minimum amount (Soft cap): ETH in equivalent of $200.000;  

Accepted currency: Ethereum (ETH); 

HALA Token exchange rate: 1 HALA = $0,1; 

Phases of Token Sale: Pre-sale and Token sale 

The Know Your Customer (KYC) procedure is essential for participation in Token Sale 
of Hala tokens. Please check https://token.hala.ai to get more information about KYC.  

Tokens that will not be sold during the pre-sale phase will be transferred to the next 
phase. Unsold tokens in the Token Sale will be transferred to a reserve pool, 
dedicated to Hala Knowledge Share Program and will be used in future for awarding 
miners. 
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If the total amount raised in the Token Sale process is below the soft-cap, the 
contributors will get the totality of their contribution back. 

Excess contributions in ETH, received right after the hard cap is reached, will be 
bounced or returned to the contributing Ethereum addresses, reduced by the 
transactional costs (gas). 

Contributors should NOT contribute ETH directly from online exchanges. All 
contributors MUST contribute ETH from their private Ethereum wallets. 

10.2.Phase I Pre-sale 

This phase is dedicated to our Community members and early contributors that will 
be able to obtain HALA tokens. We want to ensure that HALA tokens will be well 
distributed among long-term supporters and users of Hala. 

Dates: 
To be announced 

Target amount during the pre-sale phase: 
74.000.000 HALA 

Phase bonus: 
25% of additional HALA Tokens for all accepted contributions 
Extra 5% bonus for those who purchase more then $7.000 
Extra 8% bonus for those who bring another investor  

Hala reserves the right to introduce an invite-only procedure to additional Private 
Pre-sale period, where the bonus for the duration of the Private Pre-sale 
contribution period may be higher as it described in Hala's whitepaper. The HAL 
Tokens distributed during the Private Pre-sale period will not exceed 50% of all the 
available HAL Tokens for sale. All the contributors in the Private Pre-sale will be 
whitelisted. 
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Minumum contribution: 
0.1 ETH 

Maximum contribution: 
150 ETH 

Contributors will receive their HALA tokens before the phase II starts, but those 
tokens will be locked for the duration of the token sale and a short period after the 
token sale, in which we will check if the distribution of all tokens was executed 
correctly during the whole process. All tokens will be unlocked and become 
transferable only after the verification process.  

10.3.Phase II Token Sale 

Dates: 
To be announced 

Target amount during the token sale phase: 
138.000.000 HALA + unsold tokens from the previous phase 

Phase discount: 
15% - first 10.000.000 tokens; 
10% - second 10.000.000 tokens; 
5% - third 10.000.000 tokens; 
0% - remaining tokens; 
Extra 8% bonus for those who bring another investor; 

Minumum contribution: 
0.1 ETH 

Maximum contribution: 
Will be define based on community requests before the token sale.  

Contributors will receive their HALA tokens during the token sale, but those tokens 
will be locked for the duration of the token sale and a short period after the token 
sale, in which we will check if the distribution of all tokens was executed correctly 
during the whole process. All tokens will be unlocked and become transferable only 
after the verification process. Hala reserves the right to introduce an invite-only 
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procedure for token sales phase that will be dedicated to contributors that will 
become knowledge miners in future. 

10.4.Token distribution 

Our goal is to guarantee a Hala token distribution as wide and as fair as possible.  

Participants willing to support the development of the Hala Project can do so by 
sending Ether currency to the designated address. By doing so, they are purchasing 
Hala Tokens HALA.  

After the crowdfunding campaign is finished, Hala tokens will be traded on 
cryptocurrency exchanges. 

Free token circulation will enable users to buy tokens thus gaining access to Hala 
services, as well as to sell them to other ecosystem participants. 

• The vesting period for the team is two years;  
• The vesting period for Strategic Partnership (including advisors) is one year;  
• All other tokens will not have vesting period; 
• Distribution percentage are approximate and can be changed in future;  
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10.5.Use of Funds 

To implement Hala's strategy during the first 48 months, we plan to use the HALA 
tokens sale revenues as follow:  

Research & Development: 37% of the revenues generated by the tokens’ sale;  

Sales & Marketing: 35% of the revenues generated by the tokens’ sale;  

General & Administrative Expense: 28% of the revenues generated by the tokens’ 
sale; 

Depending on the amount of funds raised, the distribution of costs may vary. 

Hala is a lean, cost-effective start-up and will continue to be so in the future.  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10.6.Scenarios for fund usage  

Funds received through the crowdfunding campaign will be meet the goal described 
in company Roadmap. The number of services and functionality implemented on the 
platform will depend on the amount of funds raised. The implementation of all the 
declared services and functionality will be possible if the project collects the 
maximum amount of funds (Hard Cap). Below is a table with possible scenarios 
depending on the amount of funds collected: 
Financing size Description 

$1,000,000

Client Portal (self service for clients) 

Digital Assistant Builder

API Builder

Skills Store

Integration with one ERP software (SAP)

Predefined skills - 200

Target market - Europe

$5,000,000

Knowledge Share Program, blockchain platform

Service that enables advanced text analysis through natural language processing

Service to understand the tones that are present in text

Service - search and content analytics engine to applications to identify patterns

Two ERP, One CRM

Predefined skills - 700 Skills developed by community 

Target market - Europe

$10,000,000

NLP, ML, speech technologies, blockchain platform

Three ERP, Two CRM, Two HCM, One SCM

Predefined skills - 1000 Skills Skills developed by community 

Target market - Europe, North America

Robotic process automation module

$17,000,000

Integration with all major players on ERP, CRM, HCM, SCM software 

Integration with other software that will be defined by the community

Predefined skills - 1500 skills Skills developed by community 

Worldwide market

Providing access to Hala Knowledge data base for all people

Integration Hala into the existing products (laptop, mobile phones, computers)

Grow the community of contributors (knowledge miners) to more then 1000000 people
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11. Team 

Andrii Rudchuk - CEO & Co-founder 

Andrii is passionate about the digital transformation and the creating machines that 
have skills and expertise to work with software, especially in enterprise software. 
Initially, he was an SAP Consultant in varies companies where he was responsible for 
implementing SAP projects, supporting business users and implementing new SAP 
technologies. During his work in Accenture, he was products owner for several 
innovation projects, that was presented on SAP SAPPHIRE  and World Mobile 
Congress.  

Some of the products where Andrii was product owner was described by Gartner and 
IDC research agencies.  

Andrii has around eight years of experience with SAP and around two years with new 
technologies in AI area. He has worked with Amazon, Google and IBM solutions to 
build a new generation of services for the clients.  

Mykyta Bazhenov - CTO & Co-founder 

A world-class full stack software engineer with more than 7 years of experience in IT 
and a solid knowledge in building web-services and development processes. He 
was the technical head of Innovation department (liquid studio) in Accenture, where 
he participated in projects related to AI, machine learning and blockchain 
technologies. He has a particularly deep knowledge in Web Development, Designing 
User Interface Applications, Software Architecture, Design and Development of 
Object Oriented Software Systems and building complex, high performance, scalable 
and easily maintainable solutions 

Dmytro Herasymenko - Senior DevOps Engineer 

Dmytro has more than eight years of experience in system operation area, he is 
DevOps engineer and consultant with a strong Cloud Technology background, 
especially in Amazon Web Services. He has strong technical and hands-on experience 
of work with private and public cloud solutions as well, and a huge experience in CI/
CD, SysOps. He is responsible for the day-to-day operations of all aspects of the 
technical infrastructure including automation and optimization processes.  
Dmytro has an AWS certification - SysOps Administrator - Associate. 
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Iurii Kobernik - Senior Javascript Developer 

Iurii in development from 2007 and first eight years worked mostly as a .NET 
developer and took part in creating from the scratch ERP system with a single point 
of storage and processing.  Integrate accounting systems of business with all related 
persons and entities for  http://asnova.com/eng/, the companies of the holding work 
in distribution, logistics, retailing and real estate throughout Central, Western and 
Eastern Ukraine. More than 5,500 employees provide stability. During this period 
created in parallel several other projects in different stack technology (python, 
objective-c, javascript). Then Iurii fell in love with javascript and became javascript 
fan, take part and successfully finish several very interesting projects. Documenting 
system for one of Big Four accounting firms, smart house for Slovenian startup, a 
social network for Ebay department in Italy, trax retail, trading platform and CRM for 
big forex sales company - in almost all this projects created full web architecture and 
take control under UI team. 

Dmitry Dementyev-Dedelis, Blockchain Advisor, Co-founder at DigiPulse 

Before the idea of DigiPulse and the fact that we spend half of our lives online 
with all the assets and valuables stored there, Dmitry was working in the 
fundraising sector for universities. By understanding the logic behind alumni 
giving and gamification, and seeing it from the IT perspective, he has gained 
the knowledge to merge these two worlds together - digital realm and real-life 
behavior. To gain more in-depth knowledge about people’s behaviors and their 
cognitive processes, he is currently managing a part-time BSc in the field of 
Psychology. 
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12. Disclaimer 

Important notice 

PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER VERY CAREFULLY. THESE TERMS CONTAIN 
PROVISIONS WHICH AFFECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS. IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT AS TO 
THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE IN RELATION TO THIS DOCUMENT, PLEASE 
CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, COMMERCIAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL 
ADVISORS.  

Descriptive nature only  

Information contained in this Whitepaper is of descriptive nature and not binding.  

This Whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have 
been obtained from internal or publicly available surveys, reports and publications. 
Such sources are believed to be reliable, but Hala provides no assurance or guarantee 
as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and forecasts.  

The Hala token sale involves and relates to the development and use of bleeding 
edge and experimental technologies that may not turn out as expected or be brought 
to completion as specified in this Whitepaper.  

Regulatory measures, investigations or actions may impact Hala products and 
services and limit or prevent them from being developed or implemented.  

Statements 

All matters discussed in this Whitepaper about future performance of Hala, its 
products, services, tokens and token sale event, including, without limitation, future 
revenues, earnings, strategies, prospects, consequences and all other statements that 
are not purely historical constitute "forward-looking statements". Such forward-
looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties, which could cause actual 
results to differ materially from those anticipated. When used herein, the words 
"anticipate," "intend," "estimate," "believe," "expect," "plan," "should," "hypothetical," 
“approximately”, "potential," "forecast," "project," “aim”, “target”, “could”, “if”, “may”, 
“possible”, “probable”, “would”, “will”, variations of such words and similar expressions 
or symbols are intended to identify forward-looking statements. All of the forward-
looking statements made in this Whitepaper are qualified by these cautionary 
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statements and Hala can make no assurance that the results or developments of Hala 
will be realized or even if realized, will have the expected consequences. All 
participants in token sale are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these 
forward-looking statements in making a decision to participate in the token sale. No 
representation, warranty, undertaking, promise, or guarantee is given in respect of 
the forward-looking statements. 

Not designed or intended as securities 

Hala tokens do not represent equity, shares, royalties or rights to capital, dividends, 
interest, profit or income in the entity that issues tokens or any other entity in any 
jurisdiction.  

Hala tokens are not designed or intended to perform or to have a particular value 
outside the Hala ecosystem.  

Hala tokens shall not be used or purchased for speculative or investment purposes. 

Not an agreement 

The Hala token sale and distribution of HAL tokens to each contributor will be 
subject to and governed by the “Token Sale Terms and Conditions”, which is a 
separate document setting out the terms and conditions of the agreement between 
Hala and the contributor in relation to its subject matter. 

Not a recommendation 

The use of any data or information about Hala products, services and the HALA token 
sale provided by Hala in this Whitepaper does not and cannot guarantee that 
contributors will make profits or will not incur losses. Such data and information is 
intended merely for informational purposes.  

This Whitepaper does not include or contain any information or indication that might 
be used as the ground for any decision to participate in the Hala token sale.  

This Whitepaper and any data or information herein shall not construed and is not 
intended to supply professional, business, legal, tax, investment or financial advice.  
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Hala offers no advice regarding the nature, potential value or suitability of the Hala 
tokens or the token sale event.  

Risks 

Decisions to participate in the token sale involve high risk and have to be based on 
the advice of qualified financial professionals. 

Otherwise, all participants in the token sale must use their own judgment and 
consider carefully whether information and data contained in this Whitepaper is 
suitable for them in light of their personal financial conditions and ability to bear 
financial risks.  

The token sale discussed in this Whitepaper has not been reviewed by any regulatory 
authority and no such action is planned to be taken under the laws or regulations of 
any jurisdiction. 

Restricted territories 

The Hala tokens are not offered to the Canada, People’s Republic of China, Singapore, 
South Korea and the United States of America (including American Samoa, Guam, 
Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands or any other possession 
of the USA) or where transactions with digital tokens are prohibited or in any manner 
restricted by applicable laws or regulations (“Restricted Areas”). They are not allowed 
to participate in the token sale and purchase Hala tokens. We will not be help liable 
for any legal or monetary consequence arising of such purchase. We reserved the 
rights to return to you all ETH sent to us and we will not send to you Hala tokens if 
restricted areas will change until the end of token sale.  

All participants shall make sure they act in conformity with the applicable laws, and 
they have found and learned the position of the regulatory authority in their 
jurisdiction. 

Limitation of liability 

YOU ALONE ASSUME SOLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY DECISIONS YOU MAKE BASED 
ON THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WHITEPAPER AND/OR THE USE OF 
SUCH INFORMATION. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL HALA, ITS FOUNDERS, 
TEAM MEMBERS AND ANY THIRD PARTY INVOLVED IN HALA PROJECTS BE LIABLE 
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FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE YOU OR ANYONE ELSE INCURS AS A RESULT OF ANY 
ACTIVITY THAT YOU OR ANYONE ELSE ENGAGES IN BASED ON ANY INFORMATION 
YOU RECEIVE FROM THIS WHITEPAPER OR AS A RESULT OF THE USE OF THE 
WHITEPAPER, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE INCAPACITY TO USE HALA 
TOKENS. 

Warranties 

ALL INFORMATION IN THIS WHITEPAPER IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. HALA MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AND DISCLAIMS 
ALL EXPRESS, IMPLIED, AND STATUTORY WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND TO YOU AND/
OR ANY THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING WARRANTIES AS TO ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, 
COMPLETENESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
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